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Magic of Impromptu Speaking is a comprehensive, step-by-step system for creating highly effective

speeches in under 30 seconds. It is based on research of the most powerful techniques used by

winners of impromptu speaking contests, politicians, actors and successful presenters. The book is

entertaining to read, has plenty of examples and covers the most effective tools not only from the

world of impromptu speaking but also from acting, stand-up comedy, applied psychology and

creative thinking. Once you master the system, you will grow immensely as an impromptu public

speaker, become a better storyteller in a circle of friends and be more creative in everyday life. Your

audience members will think that what you do on stage after such short preparation is pure magic

and will recall some of your speeches many years later.
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I used to be terrified of speaking in front of a group. As IÃ¢Â€Â™ve matured, IÃ¢Â€Â™m no longer

terrified, but still find it uncomfortable and worse, I canÃ¢Â€Â™t think of anything interesting to say.

If you cannot interest your audience, youÃ¢Â€Â™re going to lose them in about 30 seconds. After



reading Magic of Impromptu Speaking, I feel more confident than ever with public speaking. Author

Andrii Sedniev presents the most effective public speaking techniques from all over the world in this

useful guide, including winners of speaking contests to politicians to stand-up comedians to actors.

When speaking in front of an audience, inexperience is usually obvious. The methods outlined in

this book eliminates the mistakes that inexperienced and nervous speakers often have. But these

proven techniques donÃ¢Â€Â™t just apply to speaking in front of a group, but it also works with

face-to-face conversations. IÃ¢Â€Â™m definitely not a small-talker, but I do enjoy interesting

one-to-one. Getting to know these impromptu skills will help you begin conversations and build into

interesting lively discussions. This is an excellent book for anyone so hate speaking to an audience

or just has a bit of trouble starting conversations.

I have always been such a shy person. I am able to cope with my shyness in some ways so many

people probably don't know I am shy. I am okay with planned, written out speeches. I practice and

practice, hoping my audience will not see me sweat.Recently, like a lot of other people out there, I

have found myself going on a lot of job interviews. This is the kind of impromptu type speaking that I

have tried to avoid since high school. After several interviews where I felt I showed my nerves I

decided to do something about my fear of impromptu speaking and I bought Magic of Impromptu

Speaking.Andrii Sedniev has written a how to guide to teach anyone how to speak with little or no

prior preparation. This book is well researched and is filled with great practical advice for doing that

kind of speaking most professionals have to do at least on a weekly basis.My favorite part of the

book and the most helpful to me was the part about blocking negative thoughts. This has been very

helpful to me as I process and use the information in this book.I would recommend this book to

anyone who wants to get better at impromptu speaking. I feel more confident as a speaker already!

There are very few books that deals with impromptu speaking in such a clear manner. More

examples would definitely help but still we can revisit the book more often to gain experience with

the strategies. The best ones are to use slant technique and to use the transition strategies to get

back to what you want to talk irrespective of the topic posed to you. Great read. Don't miss.

As an attorney, impromptu speaking is part of the job description, whether it's in front of a judge, in a

client meeting, or at a networking event. It's also something that causes me a great deal of stress.

I'm always looking for resources on how to get over my fear of public speaking (and, particularly,

unplanned public speaking) and this book was right on the money! Great, practical tips that are



applicable across all personality types and professional and social backgrounds. Very useful. Thank

you!

I read this in-flight on the way to a Toastmasters conference where I would compete in the table

topics (impromptu speaking) contest. It was a good boost to my knowledge and confidence. I

recommend this to someone who is interested in learning some tools for impromptu speaking, and

who will do the exercises Andrii recommends. They will help you get to a higher level with your

speaking - both impromptu and planned. Bonus for Toastmasters - a great list of 100 practice

questions. That could be really useful next time you're Table Topics Master at your club

meeting.P.S. Contest results: I came in second in a field of six very competitive speakers in a district

covering western Washington and all of Alaska.

Sedniev applies widely known methodologies in a condensed and swift read. It's a solid reference,

but as the author clearly explains, there is simply no substitute for experiene. Deliberate application

of Sedniev's methods in actual practice will make anyone a better impromptu speaker.

Far from my expectations, doesn't really hit the mark to show how to create a speech and in a

natural way. Didn't learn much from it!

I've read a number of books about writing and making speeches, but this the first one I found for

how to improvise a speech. Now given that you will probably know when you are going into a

situation where you might be asked to speak, this book gives many tips for being ready. Basically, it

gives you techniques on how to be confident while not thinking too much about what you are saying

or might say. It also prepares you for the fact that not everything you say will be great, not every

answer glowing, but that you can recover quickly and move on.
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